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Shein fashion shopping online reviews

We at Reviewed are just as curious about those flashy products that we see in our Instagram feeds like you. For our series As Seen On IG, our writers buy and get them through their own processes to see if they are actually as good as they look online – or too good to be true. Did you notice one we missed? Send us AsSeenOn@reviewed.com. I have a confession: I love fast
fashion. Give me a $2 Forever 21 tank top and a $10 denim skirt from Amazon more than a few 10 times the price of a higher brand. A.k.a. when it comes to clothes, I like to get a lot for a little bit. Of course, when I noticed that all my favorite Instagram influencers were posting about the pieces they bought from Shein, which seemed to be too good for real prices, I was looking for
it. I was also skeptical. I've read too many accounts of people who have tried shopping online at similarly cheap retailers just to get clothes that don't resemble their pictures, they show up months late, or, worse, fall apart while they wear them. Would Shein be different? Could you break the promise of cheap clothes that look and feel expensive? Itching to find out for myself, I
decided to try. That's my honest Shea's assessment. What is Shein? Shein is an online fast fashion retailer based in China, which launched in 2008 and is known for super cheap clothes that focus on women. With her motto everyone can enjoy in the beauty of fashion, Shein mostly sells women's clothes, but also offers an increasingly wide selection of accessories, shoes,
children's clothing, and men's clothes. The brand has become so famous on social media that it markets its products on Instagram to influence influences who send them free clothing for review in paid ads. What's it like to order Shea's clothes? Credit: Shein.com There are literally thousands of cheap clothes to choose from on Shein's side. The amount of clothing available on
Sheina's website is huge, to say the least. While the site is easy and intuitive to navigate, note that shopping will not be fast. I squeezed myself around for almost an hour before sticking to my pieces: a large leopard-print blazer, a green button-up dress and a teddy jacket. When I added my items to my cart, I switched to shipping – and my options were less than ideal. As a
clothing ship from China, unless I wanted to pay more than $12 to make my clothes come the next day, the website said I'd have to pay $3.90 and then wait six to eight business days. As a woman who got used to Amazon Prime (healthy, free shipping the next day), this is an ernity. If you spend more than $49, you get a free shipment. Even though I had to wait a week before my
clothes came to my doorstep, at least I didn't have to pay extra for the delivery. Another benefit from ordering from Shein is that if you live in the U.S., you are entitled to free returns within 40 days of purchase. How to fit it Credit: Shein.com Size Size On Shein's page helped me choose the right fit for this leopard sweater. One of the hardest things about shopping for clothes online
is sizing to order. I've heard night stories about size, so I've been very careful. Fortunately, each item has an in-depth size chart with specific measurements for each size, so it's less guessing. But even if you know your usual size, you'd always check the chart just to make it safe — multiple reviewers complain that they ordered a small one just to get something that's more like an
extra lot, and vice versa. My pieces fit quite faithfully in size (this is the blogger's talk to suit, as I expected). The dress, which I ordered in its usual size, was fitted in all the right places and hit right in the middle of the thigh, as shown in the photo. The teddy jacket, which was ordered for one size larger than my usual, was spacious enough to fit over other clothes and the sleeves
came straight on my wrists, as promised by the sizing guide. However, the oversized yoga was a little more clogged in the sleeves than I would have liked, despite the fact that I ordered a size larger than I would normally. Are Shea's clothes of good quality? Credit: Shein/Amanda Tarlton This teddy coat was more fashionable than functional. Yes and no. In my experience, the
quality of the clothes was as different as sizing. And from the reviews I've read to other bloggers and influencers, it's the same experience around the world. For example, my leopard gooter is thick and comfortable and, despite my fears, it's not scrapy or stiff at all. And because it's made of acrylic, it hasn't shrunk or stretched, even after wearing it for two days straight and then put
it through two cycles of wash and drying. I was hoping the dress I bought would also be a winner - but it wasn't. While it looks just like it's online and it's super cute (I've got tossing compliments on it!), after washing it only once, one of the buttons has fell off and a few loose threads have dug up nearby. As for the coat, I'd like to rate it. It's soft, of course, but the material itself –
polyester fleece – is very thin. I wore it on one cold autumn day and it didn't warm me up very much, because the wind went straight through the coat. But she kept in wash without shrinking and looks better quality than it seems. Are Shea's clothes worth it? I like good deals as the next person. But given that, I don't love cheap things that fall apart after first use. And with Shein, you
get what you pay for: cheap, trendy clothes that can be hit or miss when it comes to actual quality. It's the online equivalent of stores such as Forever 21 and Charlotte Russe. Shein recommend for those fun items that you plan to wear only some time, such as a party dress or graphic tea, but not for investment pieces like a winter coat or jeans, you want to get a lot of use out.
whether you do your research before you buy something from Shein, too. Branches that yes The size, quality, and appearance of an item may not be what you expect or what you see in your pictures, so you always need to check the size chart first and read all the item reviews first. In particular, I found that the reviews are useful because many people also upload photos of their
purchases so that you can see what the pieces look like in real life. All the way? You never know what you're going to get with Shein. But with low prices and free returns, it's a fun (and inexpensive) way to try new styles and experiment with trends. The women's clothing store in Shein Products In Reviewed have all your shopping needs covered. Follow reviews on Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram for the latest, offerings, product reviews and more. Prices were accurate at the time of publication of this article, but may change over time. More Than Seen On Product Reviews Merchant Metrics Delivery Methods Postal Service, Courier Average Delivery Time Over 7 Days On-Time Delivery Greater Than 67% Accurate And Undamaged Orders Greater
Than 92% Communication Channels Email, Live Chat, Telephone Queries Resolved In Under An Hour Customer Service 1.55 of 5 Refunds Process Difficult Return Process Could Be Better Sort by Most Recent Most Rated Filter A: None None 5 Stars 4 Stars 3 Stars 2 Stars 1 Stars Useful I bought the product in September and returned it for a refund because it wasn't the right
size. I didn't get a refund. I sent 3 emails, but no reply. If I could, I'd give them zero. We won't buy from them in the future. Buyer beware. I was really disappointed with the quality of their clothes and I gave it back. It was a horrific experience to pay $24 to  return and exchange policy is criminal. $8 for returning items and can't consolidate orders so that the fees add up. No one
is available to talk and the chat doesn't work. It is never easy to return or exchange items. They make them so frustrating that you use them like rags so you won't have the pain of returning them. My daughter ordered some items, didn't like them and decided to return them, but she seems unable to access her account to print a return sticker. There's no way we could figure out
how to make a comeback. I think Shein is deliberately making it difficult and exploiting young children. I'll return the items to the shipping address on the label, where it says don't come back. I feel cheated either way. In addition to very slow delivery with no tracking information. Synthetic fabric folds like a cloth. You wake up in the morning like a used lunch bag. It looks like a picture
if you're a day-to-day. I've been ordering from Shein since July 2020. I like quality. Easily replace if items don't match. It's a great customer service. They have a nice variety for an extra small. The love company Order came almost 3 weeks ahead of the expected, which was good, it took about 2 weeks to get here. The material is not of high quality, which is For the price, but you
get what you pay. I'd definitely be shopping here a month since I ordered and my order still hasn't been. The client is terrible and you can't talk to a person. I ordered a coat of teddy bear that came and was like a short jacket clothes very poor quality nothing like these photos This is a whole month and my order did not arrive. I check the USPS and still in the notification before
sending. Customer service is awfully its automatic response and I can't reach a customer service representative while my order didn't arrive in time for Christmas, it was to blame the USPS for not moving the package. Today I received all my items and my daughters are very happy with all the items. I've never had any problems with this company, and I order a lot. Everything I
ordered online for Christmas was stalling at the USPS and none of these companies were to blame, and in defense of the USPS, everything was cursed and under the circumstances they did everything they could. It's been a month since I ordered & received nothing! It's really so funny. No update response. How come you never posted my grade? Do you have negative reviews
that people don't see your bad customer service? Don't ask me to confirm the order because I've already given it away. JUST PUBLISH MY GRADES WITH AN EXTREMELY BAD, BAD EXPERIENCE. NO NOTICES AS TO WHEN IT WILL BE DELIVERED. My gift to my grandfather never arrived, so she had nothing to open for Christmas! PEOPLE WATCH OUT. Never order
from them. Terrible business!!!! An electronic gift card is not quick and easy. Three days and it's still under review. But the payment for the card from my bank account took place in 10 seconds. I think I'll ask for a refund and buy an e card from another place after reading these reviews. I know they can not help if things are late, if it is weaned, but E card!! I ordered two night
clothes, the delivery date was 13 Nov. I couldn't even see my package out there. Looks like I'm going to get my 23rd date next month. I can't even contact them directly and ask. It's extremely frustrating  are legal? I was trying to buy a gift card on the line. They wanted them to check my credit card and driver's license. So... I never sent them this personal information- but they
charged my i so and I couldn't get a refund or even a response from ??? I took a double payment, I wouldn't check without a picture card and my husband's driver's license. I've never asked that before. They won't issue a refund for the additional funds they stole. I ordered a gift card and wanted proof that I was providing a passport and pictures of my card, not happening!!!!! I'm
waiting for a refund now!! I ordered around November, and it's almost Christmas Eve. (I'm writing this 23) and the gift was for my girlfriend. I never got my And they said I could get my money back and see if the package came and if not then at least get my money back. The tracking number was not valid, they said. Shein reviews 2.06 based on 832 reviews
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